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This thesis aims at discussing the common features between translation and 
writing by employing the writing theory advanced by Zhou Jichang and the language 
character theory proposed by Gao Jian, indicating that translators’ writing ability 
greatly determines the quality of target texts, hence it highlights the importance of 
writing in translation, explores the law of translational writing and provides 
theoretical references for the study of translational writing.  
There existed two linguistic versions for many of Lin Yutang’s early writings, 
and most of the Chinese versions were translated by the writer himself from English 
versions. The translation was widely acknowledged, which benefited from Lin’s 
excellent writing skills; even if translating others’ works, the translators vary in their 
translation skills. The different translations of “Vanity Fair” written by Thackeray 
serve as a good example. This phenomenon inspires the conception of translational 
writing. Studying translation from the perspective of writing is of great significance to 
the improvement of translation quality. 
Translators at home and abroad all emphasize the “beauty” of target texts. In 
terms of English-Chinese translation, such “beauty” refers to literary grace. However, 
due to the differences in language characters between the Chinese language and the 
English language, achieving literary grace in translation is not an easy job. It requires 
the translator to fully display the advantages of the target language and re-create the 
texts; hence it is of necessity to conduct a study on translational writing.  
In terms of procedures, Zhou Jichang divides the whole writing process into 
three phases, namely, perception, thought operation and expression. This process is 
also applicable to translation. And after perceiving the source text and internalizing 
the information into their own thinking, translators are actually experiencing the same 
procedures as writers; hence there are many similarities between writing and 
translation. As regards mentality, when the source text information enters the 
translators’ mind, becomes sensory memory and then gets into the working memory, 
translators’ mentality actually equals to writers’ mentality, thus similarities also exist 
in the mental processes of writing and translation. From such a research perspective, 















its thinking model. The nature of this research is to study translation under the 
framework of writing, attaching importance to the display of translators’ subjectivity, 
i.e. writing ability in translation. 
Finally, this paper reviews the life experiences of many excellent translators at 
home and broad who are both writers and translators. The key to their success is 
profound cultural accomplishments and excellent literal performance. Therefore, 
modern translators should continually equip themselves with cultural and artistic 
knowledge in order to improve their writing capability and create excellent 
translations. 
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0.1 Research purposes and methodology of this paper 
When reading a beautiful translation, we will unconsciously admire its simplicity 
or richness, its vigor or gentleness. We will even have a strong desire to meet the 
translator: does he make such a translation occasionally or by talent? Please look at 
the following examples: 
Example 1: 
Source text: I had come back from the trip to Anhwei to find spring in my garden. 
Her steps had lightly tripped over the lawn, her fingers had caressed the hedgerows, 
and her breath had touched the willow branches and the young peach trees. Therefore, 








Source text: Furthermore, all the scholars, thinkers, bankers and people who made 
good in China either have never worn a foreign dress, or have swiftly come back to 
their native dress the moment they have “arrived” politically, financially or socially. 
They have swiftly come back because they are sure of themselves and no longer feel 
the need for a coat of foreign appearance to hide their bad English or their inferior 
mental outfit. (Lin, On Chinese and Foreign Dress) 
Target text: 然一人的年事渐长，素养渐深，事理渐达，心气渐平，也必断然弃
其洋装，还我初服无疑。或是社会上已经取得相当身份，事业上已经有相当成就
得人，不必再服洋装以掩饰其不通英语及其童之气时，也必然卸了他的一身洋服。          
（林语堂,《论西装》） 
 Lin Yutang’s translations are delicate. However, as a matter of fact, Lin’s 















source texts, so the translations are not faithful according to normal translation 
requirements. And translating his own articles apparently enables him to enjoy much 
more freedom than those translating others’ works. Therefore, these texts are more 
like writings. Even so, these Chinese texts still have some characteristics of 
translation, because their basic thinking and general effects are the same as the source 
texts. Such writings that have translational characteristics give us some inspirations. 
Traditional translation is restricted by the ideas, structure, language, style or even the 
most trivial details of the source text, which prevent the translator from pursuing 
freedom during translation. “Sentences translated under such circumstances are not 
vigorous. They are normally more plain than lively, faithful but not elegant.”（Gao，
2006: 176）By contrast, “Lin Yutang’s translations may enjoy too much freedom. 
However, we should not forget that they also brought much artistic achievements to 
him.”(Gao, 2006: 175) “They are as free and lively as writing—having been close to 
or blended into writing, and not to be recognized from their appearance.”(Gao, 2006: 
176) Gao Jian believes that “such translation has attained its utmost perfection.” 
（Gao, 2006: 176）Therefore, we can find that under the premise of being faithful to 
the source text, it is significant for the translators to pursue freedom and develop their 
writing capabilities so as to achieve artistic values in translation by proper rewriting.  
 Even if it is traditional translation, the quality of the target texts can also provide 
us with some ideas. Chinese translators Rong Rude, Yang Bi and Peng Changjiang 
have all translated the famous work of Thackeray, “Vanity Fair”. However, Why 
compared with Rong Rude and Peng Changjiang’s, Yang Bi’s translation is the most 
famous one, praised all the time by the translation circles and being recognized as 
quality work that can rival the source text? (Sun, 1999: 105) The reason is that on the 
basis of maintaining the style of the source text, she fully considers the linguistic 
features and expressive habits of the Chinese language. Therefore, her Chinese 
translation is fluent and eloquent which not only facilitates readers’ understanding of 
foreign cultures but also offers artistic enjoyment. Just as the comment made by Li 
Duanyan goes: “She has an in-depth and delicate understanding of the source text. 
She learns the meaning of every word and phrase from an overall perspective and 
observes the purpose of the writer’s selection of words by analyzing the personality of 
characters. She deliberates on every word in order to pursue spiritual likeness. 















structure of the source text, seek its essence and ‘re-create’ boldly. She has attained 
the higher level of translation: faithful but not constrained, lively but not abused.” (Li, 
1980: 37) 
 And also look at the following example: 
Example 3: 
Source sentence: It was remarked that the clock began to strike, and I began to cry, 
simultaneously. 
Dong Qiusi’s translation: 据说，钟开始敲，我也开始哭，两者同时。 
Zhang Guruo’s translation: 据说那一会儿，当当的钟声，和呱呱的啼声，恰好
同时并作。 
Xu Yuanchong’s translation: 据说，钟声当当一响，不早不晚，我就呱呱坠地了。 
          （Yang, 2006: 139） 
Xu Yuanchong believes that Dong’s translation is faithful which will be 
understood; Zhang’s translation uses words like “当当” and “呱呱” which takes 
advantage of duplications in the Chinese language and will make it preferred; Xu’s 
translation employs the word “ 不 早 不 晚 ” which displays the feature of 
“four-character phrase” in the Chinese language and will please readers, therefore, it 
is the best translation.（Yang, 2006: 140） 
 Being famous Chinese translators, Dong Qiusi, Zhang Guruo and Xu Yuanchong 
all make their translations accurate and fluent. But Xu Yuanchong’s translation 
develops the linguistic feature of the Chinese language, hence it is more likely to be 
recognized as a good translation.  
 In a word, with the premise of being faithful to the source text, the quality of 
target texts and the degree of readers’ preference have much to do with the translator’s 
capability to manage the target language, namely, his writing ability. Just as many 
scholars believe, translation is writing, translation is re-creation. In the process of 
translation, the knowledge background, thinking skills and expression abilities of 
translators will have a direct impact on the quality of the target text. Based on such 
thinking, setting translators as the research object, this paper tries to further discuss 
“how to translate well” on the basis of the previous study on “how to translate” from 
the perspective of writing. The purpose is to study the common features between 
translation and writing, explore writing patterns in the process of translation so as to 
















0.2 Structure of this paper 
 This paper consists of the introduction, three chapters and the conclusion.  
 The introduction elaborates on the research purpose and methodology of this 
paper, indicating that for both writers and translators, their writing skills will greatly 
facilitate their translation. Therefore, setting translators as the research object, this 
paper tries to conduct interdisciplinary studies by employing relevant writing theories 
and carry on further translation study on the basis of summarizing previous translation 
theories.  
 The first chapter introduces Chinese and foreign translation theories concerning 
the “beauty” of target texts, indicating that both Chinese and foreign translators attach 
importance to such “beauty”. In terms of English-Chinese translation, such “beauty” 
refers to literary grace. However, due to the linguistic differences between Chinese 
and English, it is rather difficult to achieve literary grace. Therefore, translators’ 
translation is actually re-creation. Translators must re-write the text by fully 
displaying the linguistic features of the target language in order to create excellent 
translations. In this sense, study on translational writing is essential. 
 The second chapter conducts a contrastive analysis on the procedures and mental 
processes of translation and writing, illustrating that after fully understanding the 
source text, no matter from the perspective of procedure or mental process, translators 
are actually doing the same as writers. Based on such findings, we call the whole 
process of translation as translational writing process and propose a thinking model to 
elaborate on its pattern.  
 With the first two chapters’ theoretical studies, the third chapter concludes that 
translators should continuously improve their translational writing skills. Reviewing 
the life experiences of famous translators such as Lin Shu, Yan Fu, Zhu Shenghao and 
Arthur Waley, we can find out that the reason why they have excellent translation 
skills and can be both writers and translators is that they have solid educational 
background and rich artistic knowledge. Therefore, translators in modern times should 
not only improve their translation skills, but also equip themselves with spiritual, 
















 The conclusion summarizes the main findings of this paper and also points out its 





































The Necessity of Studying Translational Writing 
 6
Chapter One The Necessity of Studying Translational 
Writing 
1.1 Chinese and foreign translation theories on the “beauty” of target 
texts 
1.1.1 Chinese translation theories 
 Over two thousand years of translation practice and study in China have produced 
systematic translation theories, which mainly focus on translation standards. 
 The most popular one among traditional translation theories should be Yan Fu’s 
“Xin Da Ya”. Since Yan Fu elaborated quite briefly on “Xin Da Ya”, scholars have 
different interpretations on the three characters. Wu Xianshu believes that: 
 Now our understanding of “Xin Da Ya” is almost totally different from that of Yan 
Fu… Our interpretation of the three characters is：（1）“Xin”: being faithful to the 
source text… (2) “Da”: the target text is clear and fluent… (3) “Ya”: the language of 
the target text is elegant…If we don’t like to select other words, and explain the three 
characters in the above way, then the three characters can still be standards for 
modern translation.1（Wu, 1949: 5-6） 
 Guo Moruo holds that: 
 Yan Fu has made great contribution to translation. He once proposed that 
translation should have three requirements: faithfulness, expressiveness and elegance. 
I thought his proposition is very important and complete. Translating literal works 
especially needs the third requirement, because the target text is also a piece of art.
（Guo, 1954: 498） 
 Translation is very important and effort-consuming. In principle, Yan Fu’s theory 
of “Xin Da Ya” is definitely essential…If it is literary work...the three requirements 
are indispensable, and besides faithfulness and expressiveness, the more elegant, the 
better. “Elegance” does not mean profoundness or decoration, but implies high 
literary or artistic value… If it is a scientific text, the standard may not be that rigid… 
But if the translation can meet those standards, it is definitely much better. French 
scientists also stress the style of a text: scientific texts with artistic value will certainly 
                                                        
1 The passage is translated by the proper author, so are the following passages proposed by Guo Moruo, Mao Dun, 
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